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Chapter 135 You Want to Trick Me?

Nigel wanted to grab the mouse, but Paige was one step ahead. “You think I have no backup?

“What the **are you trying to do Nigel gritted his teeth and looked at her with hatred

“Don’t worry, I still have some things to ask Paige asked as if it was just a casual question, “This year, the waste fabric materials

produced during the process, do you always throw them away to the ***dump?”

Nigel knew what she wanted to ask. “What? Do we still have to keep the waste fabric materials? Use them to take up the

space?”

‘But as far as I know, you always took thern to sell and earned a lot of money…

“Every month, you will have people deliver the waste fabric materials left by the production line to the **** dump. There, you will

meet with the people of Fantasy Recycling, and sell the waste fabric materials at the price of 6 dollars per hundred pounds,”

Paige curled her lips and said confidently.

A hundred pounds for 6 dollars.

It seemed cheap, but every month, the waste fabric materials produced were mountainous.

“For a whole year, just by selling the company’s waste fabric materials, you earned 115,630 dollars. Did I say anything wrong, Mr.

Ingram?”

Nigel’s face was extremely ****. He did not expect that Paige could even find such a small thing!

There were obviously no surveillance cameras in the ****dump. There were no outsiders in the place where they traded each

time. How did she find out?

How was that possible?

Nigel thought, ever since this wretched girl took over the company, it seems as if nothing could be hidden from her eyes.

*Because there was an account book on Fantasy Recycling,” Paige slowly said.

Nigel was secretly angry, thinking, that group of ****! I told them not to leave behind any evidence! No account!

Now it’s coming!

“Oh right, during the ceremony of celebrating the company’s one-month establishment, you incited more than ten employees of

the company to bet on the Internet. Do you have an impression?” Paige raised her eyebrows and asked.

Previously, Stella, Roderick, Anton, Caden, and Shayna, before they were arrested by the police, had mentioned this matter.

That night, everyone drank too much. They heard from Nigel that there was a website that won nine out of ten votes. He also

showed everyone his bonus. It was more than 100 thousand dollars.

Although everyone was skeptical at first, some bold people tried it a few times and found that they were so lucky. Moreover, the

money they won could be transferred to their bank cards.

As a result, they bet more and more, and they even called their friends and relatives around them to gamble.

Little did they know that the website kept upgrading the withdrawal threshold. At first, it said that it would take 80 thousand

dollars to withdraw the money. After they gathered 80 thousand dollars through many ways, it said that the threshold turned 160

thousand dollars. So they borrowed a lot of money from various online loan platforms. In the end, they couldn’t get the money

back even after throwing in a few million dollars in it.

After owing a lot of money, Nigel used all kinds of coercion and bribery ways to make them betray the company together.

At that time, all five of them were arrested by the police, but Nigel was released quickly because of a lack of evidence.

“There is such a thing.” Nigel did not expect Paige to talk about this. ‘That is because they are unlucky. It’s not my fault! I have

made a lot of money myself!”

Paige’s slender fingers tapped the keyboard and finally clicked on the mouse. A series of evidence appeared on the computer

screen “checked that website. You made a lot of money because the money that other people bet was finally transferred to your

card

Paige curled her lips and looked at the man in front of her. “In other words, from the beginning, you had a purpose and wanted to

cheat everyone’s money!”

Nigel opened his eyes wide and looked at every transfer record on the computer screen. He didn’t want to admit it, but he felt his

scalp numb!

How could Paige have these records?

How could these records be so clear?

He had ****down the website, so logically speaking, it was impossible for Paige to find out about these!

“Running this kind of website is illegal. Don’t you know that?” Paige raised her eyebrows, her entire body exuding a cold and

strong vibe of a big shot.

Nigel suddenly felt scared to the point of panic. Who exactly was this girl in front of him?

Thinking back to the things that happened in the company, it seemed that as long as Paige wanted to investigate, there was

nothing

that she could not find!

In fact, this evidence was easy for Paige.

“Oh right, last time, When Shayna betrayed the company, I checked the surveillance.”

Nigel heard this and suddenly became alert

“That day, at five o’clock in the afternoon, I left after work. At 5:03, you called Shayna to a corner where the surveillance could

not capture and whispered something. At 5:10, your conversation ended, and Shayna returned to the warehouse. At 5:13, she

erased my qualification to freely enter and exit the warehouse.

“It just so happened that I had something to do that night and wanted to go back to the company. I wanted to enter the

warehouse,

but I couldn’t…

‘This can also prove that some of Shayna’s actions were instigated by you!

“Also, the previous purchase order was signed by you. The volume of goods in the warehouse was confirmed by you before the

final affirmation. You took a lot of money from the distribution of the stalen goods. You should be arrested more than the five of

them! You

should spend the rest of your life prison!”

“Who the ***are you?” Nigel looked at her warily.

In the past, when Nigel knew that the headquarters had sent a little girl who knew nothing to take charge of the company, he was

still

unconvinced and felt that she had no ability or brain!

However, after more than ten days of contact, he found that this girl was far more terrifying than he had imagined!

“How did you find out all this?” Nigel gritted his teeth and asked.

Paige smiled. “Everything here is enough to destroy you! Including the video of you raping Shayna and Stella…”

The computer screen suddenly showed the video recorded by Nigel when he raped Shayna and Stella.

There were dozens of them!

They were all copied by Paige from his mobile phone!

Nigel was stunned and could not believe what he saw.

He only stored these videos on his mobile phone. He didn’t upload them to other places or share them with anyone.

How could Paige find out?

“Also, you colluded with Elegance Couture to send Mari’s drawing to Layton…” Paige raised her eyes and asked, “Mari has

never offended you. There are so many designers. Why her?”

“Well, I don’t know what you are talking about!” Nigel refused to admit, “You want to trick me to tell what happened? Are you

recording? I am not that **!”

“I just don’t understand, Mari has no enmity with you. Why are you targeting her?”

Paige guided patiently, but Nigel just did not answer!

“Just because she is close to me and you don’t like me, plus her designs are the most brilliant in the Design Department? So you

decided to frame her?”

In fact, Paige knew the answer to all these questions. She just wanted Nigel to say it himself.
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